The spontaneous formation of biological higher-order structures from smaller building blocks, called self-assembly, is a fundamental attribute of life. Although the protein self-assembly is a time-dependent process that occurs at the molecular level, its current understanding originates either from static structures of trapped intermediates or from modeling. Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy has the unique ability to monitor structural changes in real time; however, its size limitation and time-resolution constraints remain a challenge when studying the selfassembly of large biological particles. We report the application of methyl-specific isotopic labeling combined with relaxation-optimized NMR spectroscopy to overcome both size-and time-scale limitations. We report for the first time the self-assembly process of a half-megadalton protein complex that was monitored at the structural level, including the characterization of intermediate states, using a mutagenesis-free strategy. NMR was used to obtain individual kinetics data on the different transient intermediates and the formation of final native particle. In addition, complementary time-resolved electron microscopy and native mass spectrometry were used to characterize the low-resolution structures of oligomerization intermediates.
INTRODUCTION
Self-assembly is an essential process whereby nature creates biomolecular machines, such as large proteases, chaperonins, or unfoldases. Molecular self-assembly reflects information encoded in protein three-dimensional (3D) structure as a combination of noncovalent intermolecular interactions (1) . A repetitive protein-protein association process, which may involve conformational rearrangement of building blocks, is required to assemble functional machinery (2) . Tracking the conformational changes and oligomerization states under off-equilibrium conditions is challenging because of the added time dimension and the low abundance of the different intermediate states. Only a few experimental tools have been developed for time-resolved structural studies. Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy can probe conformational changes in real time, but its use in self-assembly studies has been limited by the size of the particles (3) (4) (5) . Electron microscopy (EM) is now able to resolve the 3D structure of large biomolecules at quasi-atomic resolution (6, 7) , but time resolution is still only mainly possible in silico and if the different states that are coexisting in solution are present in a discreet and limited number (8) . Native mass spectrometry (MS) can determine the mass of intact protein complexes and their precise stoichiometry (9) but provides no direct atomic information.
This work combines these techniques to investigate the oligomerization process of a half-megadalton homododecameric tetrahedral (TET) aminopeptidase. TET-like aminopeptidases participate to maintain cellular homeostasis by hydrolyzing small peptides into amino acids in Archaea and bacteria (10) . The functional TET2 quaternary structure is composed of six dimers forming the edges of a hollow slightly truncated tetrahedron (Fig. 1A and fig. S1A ) (11) . Considering the large size of a TET2 particle, the NMR study of its assembly in solution is challenging. This is due to the fast relaxation of NMR signals, typical of such slow overall-tumbling system. To get insight into the oligomerization mechanism of this 0.5-MDa biological machine, we performed an NMR study at high temperature, taking advantage of the high stability of TET2 from a hyperthermophilic Archaea (Pyrococcus horikoshii). Whereas previous studies of high-molecular weight assemblies have used mutagenesis to destabilize interfaces to divide the large machineries into smaller building blocks (12, 13) amenable for biochemical and biophysical studies under steady-state conditions, in our studies we prepared wild-type TET2 as a monomeric unfolded chain and followed its folding and self-assembling processes in a time-resolved manner using a combination of structural biology approaches (Fig. 1B) . Native MS and fast 2D NMR were combined with optimized isotopic labeling schemes to characterize the short-lived initial state of the off-equilibrium folding pathway. Time-resolved EM was set up to identify the shape of larger oligomeric intermediates appearing during the self-assembly pathway. In addition, the real-time relaxationoptimized NMR experiments were used to extract kinetic parameters characterizing the disappearance of unfolded monomer, evolution of transient oligomeric species, and progressive appearance of native dodecameric assemblies (fig. S1B). These three complementary structural techniques allowed us to elucidate the self-assembly pathways of this half-megadalton protein particle.
RESULTS
The self-assembly of TET2 was initiated by a pH jump and observed in real time The native dodecameric machinery was first disassembled as a monomer by zinc addition in acidic conditions. The acid-stabilized TET2 state was characterized by NMR spectra with well-dispersed and narrow signals but was too small to be observed by EM, suggesting the presence of folded monomers ( fig. S1C ). The existence of the monomeric form was confirmed by size exclusion chromatography coupled to multiangle light scattering analysis ( fig. S1 ). To investigate the folding and oligomerization mechanism of a half-megadalton protein particle with time and site resolution, we used methyl-specific labeling in a perdeuterated background (14) (15) (16) with SOFAST (band-selective optimized flip-angle short transient)-methyl-TROSY (transverse relaxation-optimized spectroscopy) experiments (17, 18) for real-time NMR investigation (12, 19, 20) . Because the Ala b chemical shifts are well-known reporters of secondary structures (21), we selected the methyl groups as optimal probes (22) to follow the structural changes during the self-assembly process. Reassembly of TET2 was initiated by a rapid pH jump, using a stopped-flow device inside the NMR magnet (23 b -Ala-labeled TET2. The initial data collected immediately after the jump to neutral pH revealed spectral characteristics of a poorly structured protein (Fig. 1C) , indicating that the crossing of the isoelectric point destabilized the monomer. This first intermediate state disappeared rapidly ( fig. S2 ) with the concomitant buildup of welldispersed NMR signals corresponding to folded oligomeric intermediates and native dodecameric TET2 peptidase (Fig. 1, D to F) . NMR data were complemented and corroborated by "isotopic hybridization" MS analyses to identify the oligomerization state of the short lifetime initial intermediate (Fig. 2) . Negative staining EM snapshots were also captured every 30 s to identify the shapes and oligomeric states of the TET2 protein during the self-assembling process.
A flexible monomer is the initial intermediate in the TET2 self-assembly The first NMR spectrum acquired after the initiation of the assembly process contained a major peak with broad linewidth located in the central region (Fig. 1C) , which decayed during the self-assembly process. This spectrum did not resemble the spectrum of the low pH-stabilized monomer ( fig. S1 ) and significantly differed from the dodecamer one (Fig. 1E) . The broad peak in the center of the spectrum is characteristic of an unstructured protein (24) , lacking stable secondary structures (named here as "flexible intermediate"). The peak intensity time course is typical of an intermediate state, showing zero intensity before the pH jump in the starting spectrum, a maximum in the first spectrum after self-assembly initiation, and a decay over time ( fig. S2 ). However, the broad peak and dodecamer peaks are overlapped and influenced the analysis of one another as they simultaneously decayed and increased, respectively. Therefore, the scaled spectrum of the final dodecamer ( fig. S3 ) was subtracted from each spectrum of the series to extract the decay of the flexible intermediate ( fig. S2 ). The flexible intermediate could be either a monomer or a poorly structured oligomer. To uncover the oligomeric state of this flexible intermediate, we used EM and native MS. The EM projections of the sample stained immediately after the initiation of the assembly revealed heterogeneous particles without well-defined shapes ( fig. S4, A and B) . However, the small size of the visible particles, at the limit of EM resolution, was compatible with either a monomer or a dimer. To differentiate between these two cases, we coupled an "isotopic chase experiment" with native MS. In this approach, the oligomeric intermediate was characterized by mixing labeled TET2 with an excess of unlabeled proteins 60 s after the beginning of the self-assembly. This reaction generated hybrid dodecamers that contained labeled and unlabeled subunits ( Fig. 2A) . If the flexible intermediate was monomeric, the labeled subunit would be mainly embedded in the hybrid dodecamer, containing only one heavy subunit. On the contrary, a dimeric intermediate would generate final assemblies, which would accommodate only labeled dimers. Hybrid dodecamers, identified at a mass-to-charge ratio (m/z) of 10,980 and 11,240, contained only one labeled subunit, revealing that the flexible intermediate was a monomer (Fig. 2B ). The 10,980 peak was further analyzed by tandem MS (Fig. 2C) , confirming the presence of one labeled subunit (25) . synchronized pH jump. After 60 s, the labeled sample was mixed with an 11-fold excess of unlabeled sample, which assembled into isotopically hybrid dodecamers. (B) MS spectra of native unlabeled (blue) and "isotopically chased" hybrid (black) TET2 assembled as described above. The inset shows additional peaks appearing in hybrid dodecamers, which were subjected to the further tandem MS analyses. The major species were annotated above each peak: 1L and NL correspond to TET2 dodecamer containing one labeled monomer or fully unlabeled assembly, respectively. (C) Tandem mass spectra generated from the ions displayed on (B) at m/z 10,650 (black spectrum) and 10,980 (red spectrum). After dissociation in the gas phase, the 10,650 ions generated fully unlabeled 11-mers (11-mer) (black +, peak annotated 24+ is at m/z 17,890). The 10,980 ions dissociated into 11-mer, containing a labeled subunit and 10 unlabeled proteins (red square, 23+ peak is at m/z 18,832).
TET2 self-assembly proceeds through an ensemble of oligomeric intermediates The NMR spectrum series, after the subtraction of dodecamer evolution, contained an additional set of peaks overlapped with those of the flexible intermediate ( Fig. 3A and fig. S2 ). In contrast to the signal of the first intermediate, the spectra showed well-dispersed signals ( Fig.  3A) , indicating the presence of one or several folded species. The time evolution of these peaks was characterized by an initial buildup followed by a decay (Fig. 4) , revealing the presence of several intermediates that are also visible in the EM snapshots (Fig. 3B ). The additional NMR signals were located next to the peaks corresponding to the dodecamer. This indicates that the units in these intermediates have similar fold to those in the dodecameric assembly but exhibit an increased structural heterogeneity, which is characteristic of different oligomeric states. The EM snapshots obtained from the samples stained at a time when the concentration of the folded intermediate was at its maximum (that is, 120 s after the initiation of the reassembly reaction) showed wellstructured particles with high heterogeneity in terms of size and shape ( Fig. 3B and fig. S4 , C and D). This confirmed that the increased linewidths in the NMR spectra originate from a superposition of different assembly intermediates with various oligomeric states. Distinct particle projections could be recognized, such as triangle, V-shaped, horseshoe, and square-like forms. These projections were strikingly similar to the back projections of various oligomeric states and topologies generated from the TET2 structure (Fig. 3B) . Using these projections, we assigned the oligomeric states of the EM particles as tetramer (V-shaped), hexamer (triangle and horseshoe), and octamer (square). Particles with a global shape of tetrahedral aminopeptidase but with some missing density were also detected and interpreted as decamer ( fig. S5 ). Furthermore, the EM-determined intermediates contained an even number of monomers ( Fig. 3B ) with topologies of a broken tetrahedron with preserved edges, indicating that the initial flexible intermediate rapidly stabilizes and forms dimers, which are the building blocks of TET2 self-assembly.
Evolution of the flexible monomer intermediate to the native dodecameric particle was derived from NMR kinetic curves The minimal kinetic model (Fig. 4A) , which satisfies all data together after the pH jump, comprises (i) an initial superposition of the flexible intermediate and the NMR invisible soluble aggregate, (ii) the ensemble of oligomeric intermediates with an even number of subunits, and (iii) the final dodecamer. The jump from pH 4 to 8 induced the conversion of the acid-stabilized monomer to the flexible monomeric intermediate and soluble aggregate (fig. S4, G and H) at a rate beyond the time resolution of the fast-acquisition NMR. Self-assembly of the TET2 dodecamer from the flexible monomer and soluble aggregate followed a sigmoidal evolution (Fig. 4B ) and comprised events with fast, medium, and slow kinetics. The fast event corresponds to the transition of the flexible monomer to properly folded assembly intermediates of various oligomeric states. This complex event comprises several individual processes, such as stabilization of monomeric tertiary structure, dimerization, and subsequent oligomerization of dimer building blocks (Fig. 4A) . These processes cannot be resolved individually and are described by an apparent rate constant
. In this complex event, the transition of the flexible monomer to a properly folded monomer should be the rate-limiting step, which corresponds to the decrease in flexible monomer population (Fig. 4B, red curve) . Once the monomers are properly folded at neutral pH, they exhibit a large number of charged residues positioned at the dimerization interface ( fig. S5A ), leading to the fast formation of stable dimer building blocks. The medium event (k 2 = 2.5 × 10 −3 ± 0.3 × 10
) represents the progressive association of oligomeric intermediates, with even number of monomers, to the final dodecamer. The slow event (k 0 = 1.27 × 10 −3 ± 0.03 × 10
) describes the partial replenishment of the flexible monomer pool from the soluble aggregate. This soluble aggregate belongs to a misassembly pathway that leads to the formation of macroscopic precipitate observed at the end of the self-assembly experiment.
DISCUSSION
The self-assembly can be viewed as a sequence of steps determined by the interface size In this model (26, 27) , the hierarchy of interface sizes and their interaction strengths define the order during the self-assembly. The TET2 dimerization interface comprises 51 amino acids (1855 Å 2 solvent-accessible area per subunit), with 10 salt bridges and 14 hydrogen bond interactions ( fig. S6, A and B) . In contrast, there are two trimerization interfaces per monomer, each one comprising, on average, 31 amino acids (1102 Å 2 solvent-accessible area) stabilized by only one salt bridge and two hydrogen bonds ( fig. S6C) . Therefore, the comparison of TET2 dimerization and trimerization interface suggests a fast formation of 
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dimer, followed by the random association of dimers to the final dodecamer. This is corroborated by the fact that the initial build-up rate of oligomeric intermediates with an even number of subunits corresponds to the initial decay rate of the flexible monomer (Fig. 4) , implying that the folding of the flexible monomer into a structured monomer is the rate-limiting step of the fast event. The folded monomer, with a native-like tertiary structure, exhibits a large number of accessible residues at the dimerization surface, and rapidly dimerizes, at a rate too fast to give rise to a detectable population of native-like structured monomer. This is followed by the association of stable dimeric building blocks to assembly intermediates using a smaller trimerization interface. This last process is slower and can be detected by NMR.
Previous studies of TET2 self-assembly have made use of mutagenesis to destabilize the trimerization interface (13) and to hamper oligomerization. From the studies of these mutants, the authors derived an assembly pathway model in which two identical hexamers assemble to form the final dodecameric particle (10, 13) . In our work, we observed an ensemble of assembly intermediates comprising different oligomerization states and topologies, with the presence of intermediates with the same oligomerization state but different topologies, implying that they belong to different assembly pathways (for example, hexamers with triangle and horseshoe forms) (Fig. 3B) . Although the previous study observed triangle and horseshoe hexamers and misassembled octamers (13) , the authors assumed that the triangle hexamers and octameric intermediates were not productive assembly intermediates. This former study further suggests a desoligomerization of the nonproductive triangle and octameric intermediates to obtain assembly-capable horseshoe hexamers. In our study, besides the two types of hexamers, we also observed V-shaped tetramer, square octamer (Fig. 3) , and decamer ( fig. S5 ) compatible with dodecameric topology, pointing toward the simultaneous occurrence of multiple assembly pathways. These results are corroborated with an analysis of TET2/TET3 heterododecamer using small-angle neutron scattering, where both the productive assembly octamer and horseshoe hexamers were detected (28) . The apparent discrepancy between the studies using the native and the mutant TET2 sequences suggests that the mutation introduced at the trimerization interface may have substantially altered self-organization. The five mutations were introduced at the trimerization interface ( fig. S6D ) (13) , suppressing the unique salt bridge, one of the two hydrogen bonds, and hydrophobic interactions, which are required to stabilize the TET2 native quaternary structure (11) .
The occurrence of multiple assembly pathways indicates that the assembly proceeds through parallel sequential addition or completely stochastic assembly (29, 30) . The lack of a single kinetic pathway in the stochastic mechanism is distinct from the self-organization into dihedral oligomers, which progresses by serial second-order associations of two identical well-defined intermediates (26, 31) . In the dihedral complexes, the hierarchy of interfaces dictates the order of sequential associations of two identical intermediates. In contrast, the stochastic assembly of TET2 includes the initial formation of dimeric building blocks through the association of larger interfaces, which is followed by the slower random association of dimer building blocks through the equally sized smaller trimerization interfaces to the final structure. Our model of stochastic assembly includes the pathway in which two identical hexamers assemble into a final dodecamer (13) as one of the multiple pathways occurring simultaneously.
The paradigm of self-assembly has been recently transferred from nature to nanotechnology as a bottom-up approach. In addition, development in protein and DNA technologies led to de novo design of selfassembled particles and materials, demonstrating significant progress in bionanotechnology (32, 33) . Our study illustrates that the key processes of self-assembly to higher-order structures can be described and understood through direct observation at the structural level. These results highlight the potential of integrating time-resolved structural approaches, such as NMR, EM, and MS to increase our understanding of protein self-assembly and its use to develop novel therapeutic approaches and rational design of bioinspired systems. (22) . After 1 hour, protein expression was induced by the addition of IPTG to a final concentration of 0.5 mM and then cells were grown at 37°C for 4 hours before harvesting.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Protein expression and purification
Cell pellet was resuspended in lysis buffer [50 mM tris, 150 mM NaCl, 0.1% Triton X-100, lysozyme (0.25 mg/ml), deoxyribonuclease (0.05 mg/ml), 20 mM MgSO 4 , and ribonuclease (0.2 mg/ml) (pH 8)]. Cells were disrupted by decompression carried out by the Microfluidizer using three passes at 15,000 psi (pounds per square inch). The crude extract was heated at 85°C for 15 min and then centrifuged at 17,500 relative centrifugal force (rcf) for 1 hour at 4°C. The supernatant was dialyzed overnight at room temperature against 20 mM tris and 100 mM NaCl (pH 7.5). The dialyzed extract was centrifuged at 17,500 rcf for 10 min. at 4°C, and the supernatant was loaded on Resource Q column (GE Healthcare). The PhTET2 was eluted with linear gradient [0 to 1 M NaCl in 20 mM tris (pH 8) over 10 column volumes]. The fractions containing protein with similar mass (39 kDa), according to SDS-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (12.5% polyacrylamide), were pooled and concentrated using an Amicon cell (Millipore) with a molecular mass cutoff of 30 kDa. The protein solution was then loaded onto a HiLoad 16/60 Superdex 200 column (GE Healthcare) equilibrated with 20 mM tris (pH 8) and 100 mM NaCl.
Disassembly and reassembly of TET2
Classical procedures consisting of solubilizing a protein complex by adding a high concentration of chaotropic agents (for example, urea) followed by initiation of refolding by flash dilution are not suitable for real-time NMR studies. This is because dilution of the NMR sample by a factor F will require increasing the acquisition time by a factor F 2 to maintain the NMR signal-to-noise ratio constant (the main limiting factor for real-time NMR studies). To preserve time resolution of NMR experiments, the initiation of the refolding using in situ pH jump with minimal dilution of NMR sample is preferred (3, 23) . To optimize desoligomerization and reoligomerization protocols of the TET2 assembly, we systematically screened the pH conditions. We noticed that basic buffer (pH > 10) induces a partial disassembly of the dodecamer to dimers, whereas acidic conditions (pH < 4) led to the production of soluble monomeric TET2 protein. Previously, it has been reported in the study by Borissenko and Groll (11) that the addition of an excess of Zn 2+ also induces the TET2 disassembly. We thus decided to combine both factors (that is, pH and Zn 2+ concentration) to control the disassembly/reassembly process of TET2. In acidic conditions, the addition of large excess of Zn 2+ led to the total TET disassembly to monomers. NMR data acquisition and processing All 1 H NMR experiments were performed on an Inova spectrometer (Agilent) operating at 800-MHz frequency and equipped with a cryogenic probe. All experiments were acquired at 50°C. SOFASTmethyl-TROSY (18) was acquired with PC9 shape pulse with flip angle of 30°and length d of 4.26 ms. The interscan delay (d 1 ) was set to 290 ms. Each spectrum in kinetic dimension was acquired with spectral width of 1600 Hz and 20 complex points in 13 C dimension. The total acquisition time of one 2D spectrum was 14.4 s. Each experiment was performed with only one scan per increment in t 1 , ensuring highest repetition rates of experiments, and the sign of the 13 C excitation pulse phase and receiver phase in SOFAST-methyl-HMQC (heteronuclear multiple-quantum coherence) was alternated between subsequent experiments (18) .
Spectra were processed and analysed using NMRPipe (34) and nmrglue (35) module of the Python programming language (36) . Two succeeding spectra (1 and 2, 2 and 3, 3 and 4,…, n − 1 and n) along the kinetic time were added before processing of 2D kinetic planes. Such data treatment removes spectral artifacts, such as axial peaks or t 1 noise, at the water frequency and improves the baseline, allowing a more accurate and precise measurement of spectral parameters, such as peak positions and intensities (18) .
NMR data fitting
All numerical modeling and fitting were performed using the NumPy and SciPy ( , and Ala 314 in the spectra of the dodecamer (38) were integrated ( fig. S2A , signals delimited by cyan boxes) and were used as reporters for the evolution of the population of final dodecamer and oligomeric intermediates (Fig. 1F) . The normalized buildup of dodecamer and dodecamer-like species was numerically fitted with double exponential ( fig. S3 ) and used for subtraction of dodecamer/dodecamer-like contribution from the kinetic spectral series ( fig. S2 ). To minimize noise contribution introduced by these combinations of spectra on each 2D kinetics plane, we performed the subtraction using a 2D SOFAST-methyl-HMQC ( fig.  S2B ) of the final dodecamer recorded at the end of the self-assembly experiment with high signal-to-noise ratio (acquisition time, 1 hour). As a result, subtracted processed 2D spectral series ( fig. S2C ) were used to independently extract the contribution of flexible monomeric intermediate by integrating peaks in the red box and the oligomeric intermediate contribution by integrating signal in green boxes. The normalized buildup of dodecamer/dodecamer-like species (black points in Fig. 1F ), oligomeric intermediates (green points in Fig. 4B ), and flexible monomer intermediate (red points in Fig. 4B ) were used as input data for the fit of kinetic constants of self-assembling process, using the model described in the following section. Errors on kinetic constants were obtained using Monte Carlo analysis.
The steps of the TET2 self-assembly process were defined as follows: n 0 , release of monomer from the soluble aggregate (Ag); n 1 , sum of steps leading to ensemble of oligomeric (Ol) intermediates from flexible monomeric (Mo) intermediate; and n 2 , formation of mature dodecamer (Do). Because of the significant differences in monomer, flexible intermediate, and dodecamer spectra and measured time scales much smaller than the diffusion limit (association rate constant k a << 10 5 ), all steps were considered as conformation-limited and therefore modeled as first-order reactions
The changes in concentrations are given by Ag = −n 0 Mo = n 0 − n 1 Ol = n 1 − n 2 Do = n 2 where Ag, Mo, Ol, and Do represent the concentrations of the soluble aggregate, flexible monomer, ensemble of oligomeric states, and dodecamer, respectively. The dissociation rate constants were assumed negligibly small (k 1r ≈ k 2r ≈ 0) under consideration of significant dodecamer stability (39) and low probability of oligomer dissociation coupled to unfolding into flexible monomer. The initial ratio of the soluble aggregate and flexible intermediate was included as the fit parameter. In the condition of low concentration of flexible intermediate, the forward disaggregation reaction to flexible intermediate dominates, and therefore, the reverse reaction was neglected and reverse rate constant approximates to zero (k 0r ≈ 0). Because the peak intensities depend on the protein correlation time, internal dynamics, and their significant differences between self-assembly intermediates and dodecamer, the fitted intermediate progression curves were linearly scaled to the corresponding data sets of normalized peak intensities within the fitting procedure. The fitted values for apparent constants k 0 , k 1 , and k 2 were 1.27 × 10 −3 ± 0.03 × 10 −3 s Isotopic chase experiments, acquisition of native MS spectra, and their analysis To perform isotopic chase experiments, the unlabeled TET2 and [U-2 H, 13 C, 15 N]TET2 were disassembled into monomers and then reassembled as described above. Initially, the self-reassembly of the unlabeled and labeled complexes was performed in separated reactions. After 60 s from the beginning of the reassembly, the labeled and unlabeled samples were mixed in a 1:11 ratio, and they assembled into unlabeled and isotopically hybrid dodecamers (Fig. 2) .
The TET2 samples were desalted on Vivaspin columns with a 100-kDa cutoff (Sartorius France SAS). They were analyzed by native MS (40) . Protein ions were generated using a nanoflow electrospray (nanoelectrospray ionization) source. Nanoflow platinum-coated borosilicate electrospray capillaries were bought from Thermo Electron SAS. MS analyses were carried out on a quadrupole time-of-flight mass spectrometer (Q-TOF Ultima, Waters Corporation). The instrument was modified for the detection of high masses (41, 42) . The following instrumental parameters were used: capillary voltage, 1.2 to 1.3 kV; cone potential, 40 V; RF lens-1 potential, 40 V; RF lens-2 potential, 1 V; aperture-1 potential, 0 V; collision energy, 30 to 140 V; and microchannel plate, 1900 V. All mass spectra were calibrated externally using a solution of cesium iodide (6 mg/ml in 50% isopropanol) and were processed with the MassLynx 4.0 software (Waters Corporation) and Massign (43) .
Assignment of the number of labeled subunits in protein complexes by native MS To determine the number of labeled subunits, the molecular weights of protein complexes were calculated by the analyses of the MS and tandem MS spectra (shown in Fig. 2, B and C) . First, the average mass of unlabeled complex was determined (Fig. 2B, blue spectrum) . To do this, the m/z values of two consecutive peaks were experimentally measured (for example, m/z and m/z 1 9837 and 10,045, respectively). The z values of these two peaks differed only by 1 unit (z 1 = z − 1). Taking into account the m/z and m/z 1 values (z 1 = z − 1), the average mass of the unlabeled species was determined to be 468,275 ± 130 Da, which corresponds to a unlabeled homododecamer. Second, the peaks at m/z 10,650 and 10,980, which were exclusively present in the MS spectrum of the isotopically hybrid dodecamer, were subjected to tandem MS experiments (44) . In these experiments, the ions were accelerated in a collision cell full of argon and subjected to collisioninduced dissociation. The ions dissociated, ejecting monomers, which were detected at low m/z (mass = 39,022 ± 10 Da), and generated "stripped complexes" (11-mer) at high m/z (m/z range, 15,000 to 22,000; shown in Fig. 2C ). The masses of the stripped complexes, determined as described above, allowed us to determine the composition of the peaks. This means that the 10,650 ions generated fully unlabeled 11-mers (mass, 429,280 ± 40 Da). The 10,980 ions dissociated into 11-mers, containing a labeled subunit and 10 unlabeled proteins (433,760 ± 100 Da). This confirmed that the flexible intermediate was a monomer.
EM data acquisition and analysis Four microliters of sample at approximately 0.1 mg/ml was adsorbed onto the clean face of a carbon film on a mica sheet (carbon/mica interface) and negatively stained with 2% (w/v) ammonium molybdate (pH 7.4) in a time course experiment every 30 s. Micrographs were taken under low-dose conditions with a CM12 LaB6 electron microscope working at 120 kV and with nominal magnifications of ×60,000 using a Gatan Orius SC1000 charge-coupled device camera.
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